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Under the Influence of a large adverse pressure gradient a lmlnar boundary layer 
separates, undergoes transition in most of the practical cases and reattaches as a turbulent 
shear layer forming a 'larmnar separahon bubble'. Such a bubble 1s typically observed on 
the leadmg edge of an aerofoil at high angles of attack operating at low Reynolds numbers 
and also on Low Pressure turbrne blades because large values of camber. The presence of 
separation bubble IS always associated with loss in performance and hence a study of 
dynarmcs and control of the bubble is extremely essential for desigmng the concerned 
devlces 
The 'larmaar separaQon bubble' is a flud dynamcal phenomenon that IS r~ch In 
structure and complexity It constitutes, at the same tlme, laminar separatton, transition to 
turbulence, unsteadmness, aspects of both the attached as well as free shear layer and the so 
called 'burstmg' of the bubble involving qualitative change In the flow behavlour at critical 
condit~ons Even though there IS f m  amount of understandmg of the rndiv~dual aspects, the 
interplay amongst them 1s far fiom bemg understood 
Especially the transihon to turbulence in separated shear layer IS d~ctated by more 
than one tramit~on mechanism (such as Kelvm-Helmholtz and Tollmem-Schl~chting 
~nstabilihes) and the way they mteract will decide the final route to turbulence Before 
gomg mto these details of various transition mechamsrns, it appears to be a logcal iirst 
step to understand broad stages Involved in the transit~on process for separahon bubble 
The mm of the present work IS to study the evolution of an artificially mtroduced wave 
packet m ~ d e  a lamnar separation bubble and track it down from the h t ~ a l  laminar reglon 
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through to the turbulent reattachment point and beyond It is auned to gain better 
understanding of the transition process which makes the separated shear layer turbulent 
and to study the control of the separation bubble wth respect to hlgh amplitude forcing. 
Experiments have been conducted in a close c~rcmt wlnd tunnel at I I.Sc A 
separation bubble IS obtained on the upper surface of a flat plate by appropnately 
contounng the top wall of the tunnel. Four digerent techques are used for qualitative and 
quantitative study viz surface flow visualisation, smoke flow visuallsat~on, surface 
pressure measurement and hotwire memometry measurement. 
Flrst, the basic structure of the sepwbon bubble is established without Introducing 
the external drsturbance. The global geometnc f-tures such as length, height are measured 
and therr variatron wth varying the reference velocity is found out The length and height 
of the bubble is seen to increase with decrease m the reference speed, but the height 
increases at a greater rate than the length. n s  feature could be helpll  for decldrng the 
crltical geometncd conditions characterising the 'bursting' phenomenon 
The external disturbance is Introduced mto the flow at the location of nllnimunl C)? 
(coefficient of pressure) usmg an external excitation system flush-mounted on the ilat 
plate Experiments have been done for four d~ff'erent tnitial disturbance anlplltucles 
(covering a range from inf infmtesd  to f-mte amplitude) and two reference speeds 
(correspondmg to a short and relahvely longer undisturbed separation bubble) The 
evolution of the wave packet is tracked for two different wall normal locat~ons The shape 
of the wave packet differs from the classical one studied by Gaster and Grant (1975) and 
there is a need to differenhate between the wave packet and the events wluch follow lt The 
evolutron of wave packet is divided into different stages based on the constancy of leadmg 
and trmhng edge veloclbes For small amplitude forcing, the disturbance evolution is h e a r  
whereas for large amplitude forcing the n o h e a r  behaviour of disturbance amplitude is 
reasonably well described by Stuart-Landau equation. Different observabons show that the 
'dead air regon' and the recirculaQon activity mlght be sipficantly contnbutmg to the 
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transition process Ths suggests b t  the K-H instability may not be the only dominant 
m e c h s m  whch in fact may play a subsewlent role to the T-S m e c b s m  in the 
transition process 
The present methodology IS extended towards controlling the separation bubble. It 
is seen that the fmte amplitude forcing alters the structure of the separation bubble 
significantly and completely quenches it penodrcally The inflection point m the mean 
velocity profile moves close to the wall and the mean shear at that point decreases The 
weakening of mflecbonality is surely a measure of success of the control methodology 
